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How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Private sector
Individual capacity
etc

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Minor

Openness Minor

Accessibility Minor

Multistakeholder participation Minor

Cross-cutting indicators Price of minor: Retail price of minor

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights Like i said earlier indicators are minor. The task will meet us halfway.

Openness we need to stick with the familiar indicators(ROAM)

Accessibility This is where one needs to really pay attention to customers/buyers.

Multistakeholder participation It must be implemented because through it we get accountability.

Cross-cutting indicators Price of Energy:Retail price of Energy(Minor)

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights This is quite attainable, however in my African region there's progress on Internet
Freedom.

Openness if only there could be a decentralized system e.g block chain tech.

Accessibility the complexity will be broken down even to the least on the Food-chain.

Multistakeholder
participation

The government has a way of associating with special ideas.

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

In the modern world PG..could work for children...arranging orientation seminars for young people..on how to
exercising human rights on the internet under the UNDHR scheme..Social medium can create that equilibrum regarding
gender discrimination.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

From the basic knowledge...application will be necessary here..thereby encouraging the user
experience..simplified...Simplify,Simplify.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

Every stakeholder is willing to embrace new technologies, however care has to be taken because complexity will only
create more confusion. It has to be Simple enough because stakeholders have the market/customers they hope to
satisfy.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Do not underrate any opinion.



8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here. could_work.pdf

(https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/could_work.pdf)

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/could_work.pdf

